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Platform for change
Farm Cultural Park in Sicily - Italy
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Binding: Hardback
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Publication date: March 2019
Price: £ 34,99

Platform for Change is the across-the-boards narrative of a journey through the breathtaking 
landscapes of global and local urban regeneration, intelligent community building strategies, 
cities where citizens take charge of their public spaces. Cities where public and private 
investments are concentrated on developing places for culture, museums, galleries, libraries, 
theatres, cinemas and cultural activities: performance events, exhibits, presentations, talks, 
festivals. The book is an exploration inside the spaces for educating children and adolescents 
and also inside those destined for most adults, where new models are being experimented 
for receptive and recreational activities, where it’s becoming always more important to 
reconceptualize mediation spaces between different ethnic groups, cultures and traditions.

editors ANALOGIQUE

Platform for change
A Farm Cultural Park Guide
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The dialogue, as “the talking of the soul with itself” that constitutes the act of thinking (Plato), has 
been selected as the ideal form through which to vividly and accurately convey the thinking of a 
number of protagonists of Italian modern architecture.
Knowledge remains a latent legacy of the soul until a give stimulus reawakens its memory: 
architecture, more than sophia, wisdom, becomes philo-sophia, i.e. love of knowledge. A 
reading of the architectural phenomenon aimed at faithfully bringing out its complexity cannot 
but involve the stories directed told by the protagonists, and the micro-stories of individual 
episodes, in order to explore the relationship that exists between the poetic and the technical-
scientific spheres, underlining their complementary and conflictual nature. The disciplinary tools 
of exegesis of design and its materialization stimulate a form of critique of criticism driven by 
the rejection of an angle of interpretation of architecture oriented exclusively towards its results. 
Method and result constitute the inseparable terms: the direct testimony of certain protagonists 
of Italian architecture makes it possible to reconnected the interrupted threads of a narrative 
that has often been rendered syncopated and unilateral by excessively superficial explanation.

The Dialogues on architecture explore the interaction between idea, design and construction, 
revealing different operative and conceptual modes through which to achieve the finished work. 
Franco Albini, Lodovico B. di Belgiojoso, Guido Canella, Aurelio Cortesi, Roberto Gabetti & Aimaro 
Isola, Ignazio Gardella, Vittorio Gregotti, Vico Magistretti, Enrico Mantero, Paolo Portoghesi, Aldo 
Rossi, Giuseppe Terragni, Vittoriano Viganò are the authors of this narrative.

Emilio Faroldi, Maria Pilar Vettori

Dialogues 
on Architecture
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Jacopo Galli

Tropical Toolbox

Edwin Maxwell Fry and Jane Drew are two key figures of British architecture in the second half 
of the twentieth century, their most important work was the book “Tropical Architecture in the 
Dry and Humid Zones”, a manual compiled from the experience acquired in Ghana and Nigeria 
between 1949 and 1960. The manual is the formalisation of a design method specific for tropical 
areas, the search for a renewed rooting of modern architecture, not based on formal research 
or the revival of folkloric themes, but on the close relationship between environmental support 
and anthropic intervention. The design method has its roots in African colonial history and was 
the result of a long process of adaptation of Western modernist ideas to the extreme climatic 
conditions of the African continent. A cosmopolitan localism based on the application of science 
in humanistic terms and capable of combining global and local dimensions was translated into 
an approach that respected the deep roots of tradition while providing innovation in terms of 
architectural solutions. 
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The ineffable in Charles CorreaCharles Correa - seen by many in India as a sort of guru, as 
someone capable to transcend and grasp the ineffable reality that surrounds us – has left 
his noteworthy architectural heritage across the globe. In 2013, the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA) celebrated him as one of the greatest contemporary urban planners 
showcasing his work in an exhibition called: “Charles Correa: India’s greatest architect”.
Profoundly tied to my Indian origins, to me Correa has been the master over distance, a personal 
benchmark to set my goals against. He was my inspiring thinker, architect and urbanist, or 
simply said, the designer I would have liked to be.Many of Correa’s last works show his deep-
rooted search of the highest spiritual dimension in the attempt to trap part of the cosmic energy 
surrounding us into architectural works that were –and are– the shadow of his soul.

Edoardo Narne

The ineffable in 
Charles Correa
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Why black is more and more the new black? This issue of Viceversa investigates the gap 
between the huge mass of dark proposals in the recent architectural production and the lack 
of theoretical positions aimed to support them. Ten conversations with architects, artists, critics, 
curators, historians from the various fields of arts and design try to shed some light on this 
obscure matter.

Viceversa is a curatorial “boogazine” designed to reflect a plural discussion. Each issue has a 
specific curator who proposes and develops a theme with the support of the editorial staff. 
The idea is to offer the opportunity for a wide-ranging discussion about iconographic themes 
that straddle contemporary and past ages starting from the assumption that aesthetic issues, 
particularly architectural ones, remain relevant across the centuries.

Giovanni Corbellini (editor)

Viceversa
Black Conversation
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Architects write a lot, especially now that conceptual aspects have become central in advanced 
reflections and narrative forms increasingly intersect the quest of design practices for an 
ultimate legitimation. In the growing mass of publications, these keywords turn the genre of 
annotated bibliography into a hypertextual device by highlighting recurrent issues and tracking 
synthetic paths of orientation among different critical positions, with particular attention to what 
happens in the neighbouring fields of the arts and sciences.

Giovanni Corbellini

exlibris
16 keywords of contemporary

architecture
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Drawing analogies proposes an innovative way of drawing by means of which we can go from 
observing an existing architectural model to a design idea inspired by the same model. Using 
exclusively free hand drawing, the author presents a series of cases referring to urban contexts, 
historical and contemporary architecture and natural landscapes. 

The method involves four operative phases: observation, analysis, abstraction and analogy. 
While observation and analysis drawings are part of the academic and artistic curriculum of 
architects, abstraction and analysis drawings have received less attention. By abstraction, we 
mean the subjective interpretation in a graphic form of architectural elements belonging to the 
reference model, by analogy we mean an original design proposal inspired by the model and 
applied to a new, hypothetical context.

To demonstrate the practical use of the method of the four phases, some of the author’s 
projects are presented, with an analysis of the analogical sources that inspired them.

Andrea Ponsi

Drawing Analogies 
Graphic manual of architecture
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Bruno Zevi played a crucial role in the understanding and propagation of contemporary 
architecture. On the centenary of his birth − in an ideal partnership with the initiatives the “Bruno 
Zevi Foundation” is promoting both in Italy and abroad − “Metamorfosi, Q.d.A.” devotes this issue 
to some aspects of his cultural and educational battle. Its goal is to build a bridge between what 
the next generations learnt from him, all while following different paths, and what still remains 
alive and useful of his insights for a different way of practicing architecture inspired by social 
issues and in the pursuit of an evolving link between architecture, city and landscape.

Alessandra Muntoni (editor)

Metamorfosi
Bruno Zevi. 100
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Inhabitation is the primary action of becoming rooted with the land through settlement. The 
dwelling space is an expression of this bond – both inside and out. To feel oneself inextricably 
linked to a place, to exist in it perceiving it as an integral part of one’s existential reality, is to 
place the landscape as the fundamental core of the living space. In the ancient forms of living, 
this core of domestic life was the hearth – archetypal representation of a purely introspective 
idea of architecture. Conversely, the landscape today represents a characteristic element of 
modern and contemporary inversions of the housing and typological modalities. The house 
meant shelter – a protective enclosure whose centralities were the fire and the patio; in the 
contemporary experience, we look away from the center and gaze towards outside. Reality is no 
longer impervious. Once changed into art, into a scenario, reality becomes domestic; it becomes 
landscape, the lifeblood of man’s abode.

Therefore, living a space is a conceptual and material expression of this current condition of 
belonging to places whilst remaining linked to perception.

Fabrizio Foti

The Landscape 
within the House
A reflection on the relationship between 

landscape and architecture
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There is no violence in the architecture 
of Studio mk27. There is no gravity in 
their domestic spaces. The projects are 
a concentration of boundless optimism, 
compositional serenity and achieved balance. 
Any type of brandished intellectualism has 
been banned from their happy houses. 
The architecture opens to the inhabitant by 
means of empathy, proposing order and 
harmony as the main design principles.

Filippo Bricolo

The Joyful House
Investigation on 
Marcio Kogan - studio mk27

ISBN: 978-88-6242-287-1
Size: 14,8x21 cm
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Price: £ 14,99

Overlooking 31st street in Midtown West in 
New York City, Steven Holl recounts how his
creative process originates and develops 
through a particular style of working, leading to 
what characterizes the form of his architecture.
It is through the descriptions of his latest 
projects in this book that the architect 
illustrates the tools of his work and the place 
where these are conceived and contemplated.

Diana Carta
Lake of the mind 
a conversation with
Steven Holl
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Studying the history of a project through 
its drawings, models, the client’s profile, 
pictures of the construction site and 
the finished building, is a fundamental 
excursus, but it cannot replace the deeper 
understanding that materializes during 
a visit to the place. I reread Silvia’s diary 
during my trip from Genoa to Athens, 
flying at an altitude of 30,000 feet, with the 
concentration required to grasp the nuances 
of her experience and retrace through the 
eyes of a young architect her visit to all the 
buildings designed by Renzo Piano and 
RPBW, which I too have equally studied over 
the years. I really appreciated her passionate 
story and trust that her wonderful adventure 
will spark the curiosity of any reader fond of 
architecture.

Silvia Pellizzari
Renzo Piano World Tour 01
Forty days journey discovering the 
architecture of the RPBW

ISBN: 978-88-6242-343-4
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Price: £ 17,99

Every building—and every architect—has a 
tale. Bringing these tales together, determining 
where they overlap, may give us “telling” 
urban tales. What can be told is what has the 
right to remain, to avoid oblivion, allowing 
words about buildings and cities to renew and 
increasingly enhance urban matter. This is the 
job conrad-bercah 
imposes on himself 
and, by extension, 
on the reader. It is a 
tale, the testimony of 
experience gained 
over time—a self-
heterography of an 
architectural form that 
leads one to discover 
both an author and the 
urban scenario within 
which the tale takes 
place: Berlin.

conrad-bercah
Berlin fragments
A heterography of an architectural form
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This book opens 
many questions. 
Can architectural 
research still be 
eros towards study, 
the deepening 
of its principles? 
Can a temporary, 
ephemeral, mutant 
building, a minimal 
set-up be the 
privileged place of 
our attention?
And, can we with 
the enchantment 
of micro visions of 
nature see other geometries and transform 
them into constructive, geometric, material, 
modular genetic codes for a vision of 
architecture?
Finding freedom is a first, experimental 
response of the author

Raffaella Laezza
CODES OF THE TEMPORARY
Manifesto of architecture

ISBN: 978-88-6242-314-4
Size: 21x29 cm
Pages: 96
Illustrations: 107, 100 in colour
Binding: Paperback
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Publication date: May 2018
Price: £ 16,99

The Universidad de Piura Lecture Building, 
in Peru, surpasses the banal condition 
the program presupposes: that of a mere 
repetition of lecture rooms. The articulation 
of this group of buildings within the building 
is, rather, a complex architectural organism 
reconciling climate and inhabitability. 
It is a vital form, capable of absorbing 
and mitigating the inclement conditions 
of the equatorial desert, which is thus 
transfigured into domestic oases, shelters 
and shared spaces. The Barclay & Crousse 
Lecture Building is, above all, a citadel that 
embodies the will to give substance to a 
primordial idea of settlement.

The project won the third edition of the 
biennial Mies Crown Hall Americas Prize 
(MCHAP)

Fabrizio Foti (editor)
Learning Landscapes
A lecture building for Piura University
by Barclay & Crousse
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Roberta Ingaramo
RUST REMIX
Architecture: Pittsburgh versus Detroit

Antonio Monestiroli
The World of
Aldo Rossi
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Price: £ 25.00

Projects with different levels of intervention 
are producing changes in two of America’s 
Rust-Belt cities; the steel city of Pittsburgh 
and the iconic motor city of Detroit. 
Architecture is determining new spaces, 
uses and forms, mainly by engaging the 
remodelling of structural skeletons and 
architectural materials, as well as assets 
found in a context marked by the post-
industrial crisis. Through the narration of 
several case studies, it is possible to reflect 
on the current role played by projects and 
architects in redefining a different production 
system for living, working and playing.

ISBN: 978-88-6242-298-7
Size: 12x16,5 cm
Pages: 60
Binding: Paperback
Language: English 
Publication date: September 2018
Price: £ 9,99

Aldo Rossi is one of the acknowledged 
masters of architecture of the second half 
of the 20th century; the interest in his work 
has remained constant since the 1960s, as 
is demonstrated by the events organized 
recently for the 20th anniversary of his death. 
The three essays gathered together in this 
small volume present a different view of the 
Italian architect and make a highly valuable 
contribution to the copious amounts of 
literature already available on his work.
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Bassanelli, Postiglione (editors) 
The Atlantikwall 
as military archaeological 
landscape

Kuno Mayr
CONCRETE LINES
The model as a way to see

The Architect Kuno Mayr has developed 
a way of working on reality in which the 
rigorousness of his process manifests 
itself first in the model. Through a long and 
laborious procedure, overlooked things are 
saved from abandonment and neglect so as 
to reappear transfigured and ennobled as 
works of architecture.

Not unlike so many other vestiges of war 
that have infiltrated our cities and our 
landscape, remerging as uninvited guests, 
the WWII bunkers and fortifications — the 
largest one being the Atlantikwall - exhibit an 
incapacity and unwillingness to be absorbed 
or erased. They are shreds of a past that 
seems unable to find its own emotional 
functional and spatial location as result of 
a memory never elaborated upon and too 
often simply removed via functional renewal. 
The signs of armed conflict, in fact, are the 
backbones which cross and could also unify 
Europe, signs defining what is now called the 
“Conflict archaeological landscape”. This book 
presents a rich and unique iconography and a 
selection of essays for the first time providing 
a new critical approach to the Atlantikwall, 
proposing its interpretation as one of the 
major Western military archaeological 
landscapes.
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Armando Milani
100 LOGOS
The power of the symbol foreword by Roger 
Remington and Massimo Vignelli

Armando Milani
100 POSTERS
From the eye to the heart foreword by 
Francesco Dondina and Pierre Restany

Cherubino Gambardella
Open Air Rooms
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Cherubino Gambardella 
A house between two pine trees
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Fabio Capanni
Architecture and Light
basic principles for designing with daylight
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Giovanni Corbellini
DR. CORBELLINI’S PILLS
Tips for architecture beginners

Cherubino Gambardella
The Unreals Malaparte
One house, one thousand architectures
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Salvatore Spataro (editor)
NEEDS
Architecture in developing Countries
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Graphic Design for Wine
A selection of contemporary wine labels

Francesco Cacciatore
The Wall as Living Place
Hollow structural forms 
in Louis Kahn’s work

Francesco Cacciatore
Living the Boundary
Twelve houses by 
Aires Mateus & Associados
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Cherubino Gambardella
Supernapoli
Architecture for another city
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Caruso&Torricella
Architecture_Factory
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Andrea Ghisoni (editor)
A4A
Architecture for Animals
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Beniamino Servino
Monumental Need
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Marco Ciriello, Maria Vittoria Trovato
Grande Atlantico
Cargo ship stories
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Size: 17x22 cm
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Davide Vargas
Works and Omissions
Opere e Omissioni

ISBN: 978-88-6242-142-3
Size: 17x22 cm
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Illustrations: 150, 138 in colour
Binding: Paperback
Language: English-Italian 
Publication date: December 2014
Price: £ 17.99

Martina Giustra
Imre Makovecz
and the Hungarian Organic Architecture
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Ewa Ledóchowicz 
P.O.Box 8 05-520 Konstancin, Poland 
Tel: +4822 7541764 
Mobile: +48 606488122 
e-mail: ewa@ledochowicz.com 
website: www.ledochowicz.com/en 

SCANDINAVIA 
Elisabeth Harder-Kreimann 
Joachim-Mahl-Strasse 28, D-22459 Hamburg, 
Germany 
Tel: +49 (0) 40 55 54 04 46 
Fax: +49 (0) 40 55 54 04 44 
e-mail: elisabeth@harder-kreimann.de

OCEANIA
 
AUSTRALIA 
Peribo 
58 Beaumont Road, Mount Kuring-Gai, NSW 
2080, Australia 
Tel: +61 (0)2 9457 0011 
Fax: +61 (0)2 9457 0022 
e-mail: info@peribo.com.au

NEW ZEALAND 
Andrew Tizzard 
Nationwide Book Distributors 
Kiri Kiri Road, Oxford, North Canterbury 7495 
PO Box 65 Oxford, North Canterbury 7443, New 
Zealand 
Tel: +64 3 312 1603 
Fax: +64 3 312 1604 
e-mail: andrew@nationwidebooks.co.nz 
web: www.nationwidebooks.co.nz 

LATIN AMERICA

LATIN AMERICA, MEXICO, AND CARIBBEAN 
Nicolas Friedmann 
Representaciones Editoriales 
Rbla. Badal 64 Ent. 1, 08014 Barcelona, Spain 
Tel: +34 6374 55006 
Tel: +34 9342 17310 
e-mail: nicolasfriedmann@gmail.com

ASIA, AFRICA
 
INDIA, NEPAL, BHUTAN, BANGLADESH, SRI 
LANKA 
Tapas Dutta 
1853/10, Govindpuri Extension 2nd Floor, 
Kalkaji New Delhi – 110019 
Tel: +91 11 41016413 
Mobile: +91 9958683821 
e-mail: tapasdutta65@gmail.com 

CHINA, HONG KONG, KOREA, TAIWAN 
Edward Summerson 
Asia Publishers Services 
Units B&D,17th Floor Gee Chang Hong Centre, 65 
Wong Chuk Hang Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong 
Tel: +852 2553 9289 
Fax: +852 2554 2912 
e-mail: edward_summerson@asiapubs.com.hk 
aps_hk@asiapubs.com.hk 

SOUTH EAST ASIA 
Chris Ashdown 
Publishers International Marketing 
I Monkton Close, Dorset BH22 9LL, UK 
Tel/Fax.: +44 (0)1202 8962100 
e-mail: chris@pim-uk.com 
web: www.pim-uk.com 

PAKISTAN 
Anwar Iqbal 
Book Bird Publishers Representatives 
Lower Ground, 36 B Abdalians Society, Nazaria e 
Pakistan Avenue, Lahore 54770 
Tel.: +92 (0)42 35956161
Mobile +92 (0 )343 8464747
e-mail: anwer.bookbird@gmail.com
 
SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA (excluding South Africa) 
Joseph Makope 
Timuri Books 
200 Colin Ave, Letombo Park, PO Amby, Msasa, 
Harare Zimbabwe 
Tel: +263 716 098 413 
e-mail: joseph@timuribooks.com 
web: http://www.timuribooks.com 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Jacana Media (Pty) Ltd. 
10 Orange Street, Sunnyside, Auckland Park, 2092 
Johannesburg, South Africa,
Tel: +27 (0) 11 628 3200
Fax: +27 (0)86 697 3001
e-mail: sales@jacana.co.za

MIDDLE EAST (excluding Iran), CENTRAL 
ASIA ISRAEL, NORTH AFRICA AND EASTERN 
MEDITERRANEAN 
Richard Ward 
Ward International (Book Exports) Ltd. 
Unit 3, Ground Floor Taylor's Yard, 67 Alderbrook 
Road, London, SW12 8AD 
UK Tel: +44 (0)20 8672 1171 
e-mail: richard@wibx.co.uk 

IRAN 
Book City Co. 
No. 765 Shariati St. 16396 66511 Tehran, Postal 
Address: P.O. Box: 158757341, Tehran, IRAN 
Tel: +982188455010 
Fax: +98 (21) 88 45 99 49 
e-mail: info@bookcity.co.ir 
web: www.Bookcity.co.ir 



LetteraVentidue is one of the leading 
independent architecture and design 
publishers in Italy.

The publishing house was conceived in 
Sicily in 2007 thanks to the energy of a 
group of young architects who consider 
the book to be an essential tool for the 
dissemination of knowledge, as well as a 
timeless and elegant design object.

Each book is finely tailored through 
constant communication between 
author and publisher regarding the 
content, graphic design, and editorial 
presentation.

In 10 years of business, LetteraVentidue 
has published around 300 books by 
Italian and international authors, and has 
recently begun to translate some of its 
best-selling titles into English.

LetteraVentidue Edizioni S.r.l.
Via Luigi Spagna 50 P
96100 Siracusa, Italy
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